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Digital space
For the last twenty years virtual news consumption, or more precisely online
media has steadily been outpacing all the classical media formats one by one. As
with the development and increasing accessibility of devices like tablet computers
and smartphones, more and more people everyday choose to use online media.
-

81,6% of households have access to the internet (CSP, 2018)
51,9% of all Latvians read news online (CSP, 2019)

Online news media
-

Market leader is Delfi.lv with 800 000 visits per month (Gemius, 2019)
Followed by Tvnet.lv (680 000) and Jauns.lv (530 000)
Others are closely following

Pressure driven (enabled) by technology
-

Intense economic pressure
Need to be the “first one to break the story”
Technologically driven pressure, but also pressure to use and embrace
technologies

The question is: does this pressure somehow influences the way media
content is created, generated and presented?

Different opinions on the effects
-

Journalists admit to feeling time pressure (Harro–Loit, Josephi, 2019)
Evidence of more factual mistakes when compared to print media (Karlsson,
2011, 286)
In Chile the results are the opposite - online media is seen as more serious
and reliable (Mellado et. al. 2018)
While in Sweden in political reporting in 2010 there were no significant
differences (Gehrsetti, 2014, 387)

No direct data about Latvia

Tabloid value adoption
Tabloid style media often are characterized by the continuous path finding to the
“simple” audience using themes and means of expression that are familiar to the
common man (Conboy 2005).
With pressure to gain new audiences media sites adopt clickbait style headlines,
expand topics that the are reporting on etc. (Jóhannsdóttir, 2018)

Soft news
Gaye Tuchman (1973) by interviewing media professionals ascertained that soft
news is human interest stories, that are not deemed newsworthy and don’t
concern government policy, broad social issues.
Recent studies (Boukes, Boomgaarden, 2015) show that hard news content
presented in a soft way informs broader audiences and reaches people that
classical hard news media can’t.

Hard news - Soft news - Other news
-

-

Scholars find the categorization approach of soft vs hard news too limiting
(Patterson, 2000, Lehman–Wilzig, Seletzky, 2010, 44). They offer terms general news and other news.
Hybrid news (infotainment)

The question is: Does the tabloid content, soft and hybrid news and other
types of content effects that hard news. Do different types of
news engage or converge with each other?

Problems with online media research
-

Everything is in a constantly changing state
News content is constantly being changed and updated
Front pages are curated
Archives are unreliable
People use social media as a way to access the news

Pilot study of Delfi.lv
The main goal is to find a way how to study online news content as a whole,
as an ecosystem
Pilot test
-

Data was gathered and analysed by using quantitative content analysis
From 21st of june till 26th of june as random times with random intervals the
frontpage was achieved and TOP 7 news stores were added to the data.
The news stories were opened and related stories (automated
solution most online news media use) were archived

Pilot study results
-

-

80% of the content displayed on the front page can be considered hard news
(economics, politics, social issues)
- Of those 90% about 30% where international news
10% related to national holidays
10% related to sports events
One human interest story about wild bears
No tabloid style stories

Related content in almost all cases is from the same type of news block
Conclusion - different types of content don’t mix, front pages upper part is left
to hard news and important events (national holidays, sport events etc)
Results are inconclusive. Data set could be considered to limited.

Research perspectives
-

There are only fews studies done that would talk about digital media as a “one
stop digital space”, there is lack of research that would try to understand how
every news story coexists with other news story.

-

The focus should be on the way tabloid or soft news style content influences
the perception of the digital news media, how the news story converge with
hyperlinks and related content modules.

-

The ecosystem of a news media site
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